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Total Produce Local Market Report  // May 2019

Asparagus is now in full 
flow in all varieties.

VEGETABLES

OVERVIEW
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MAY REPORT

Three Cheers for U.K. Produce…

Summer is starting to dance towards us 
faster so let’s celebrate all the wonderful 
U.K produce.

There is an absolute Aladdin’s cave of 
produce with the phrase ‘Bang in season’ 
written all over it. Let’s get those Seasonal 
Menus packed with the flavour of May!! 

Italian Broad Beans and Peas are available 
with U.K varieties starting towards the end 
of the month/early June.

U.K Cauliflower looking fantastic and in 
good supply, Sweet Heart Cabbage, U.K 
Courgettes will make an appearance.
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Jersey Royals are always a real treat and 
along with the first Cornish  and Pembroke 
New Potatoes we will see prices starting ease 
to more reasonable levels. 

Asparagus is in full flow, supplies of this 
premium product have been good but price is 
remaining firm. Asparagus is sensitive to low 
temperatures when growing so any cold snap 
will have an impact of availability.

Traditional green varieties are the most 
popular with more limited supplies of white 
and purple available. 

Purple is best lightly steam or even eaten raw, 
with its subtly sweet flavour, it can work 
really well in salad dishes. 

The growing procedure of white is very 
labour intensive as it is basically hand 
covered in mounds of earth so this will be 
reflected in the price.

MUST HAVE

Asparagus
 
New Potatoes

Rhubarb

U.K Salads
 
U.K Broad Beans and Peas

Wild Garlic

U.K Cauliflower

AT THEIR BEST

As with April, Asparagus 
continues to dominate the plate 
throughout the month of May.  
They are now in full swing and 
there is no better time to get 
them while they are at their 
best.

Each month Total Produce provides an 
update on what is happening in the 
market place.

The update explains which new lines we 
would expect to see in the following 
month, what products are causing us 
concern and those lines that are at their 
very best. 



Be sure to check out our website & sign up
to your local depots mail list
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FRUIT

Strawberries as always will be the first of 
the soft fruit to appear then Raspberries.

Throughout May we will see U.K leaves and 
whole head salads coming through which 
weather depending are always good value. 

Tomatoes should be celebrated as we 
approach National Tomato week on May 
20th. We have never seen such a diverse 
array of Tomatoes available. An absolute 
must for any seasonal menu worth its salt.  
 
Throughout April we had a gradual move 
over to Dutch produce.  Cucumbers, 
Tomatoes, Peppers and Aubergines are 
excellent quality and good value.  We are 
now fast approaching a full move over to 
Northern European produce.  Prices will 
hold up although you will see a noticeable 
improvement on quality.

N.B All coloured peppers are higher priced 
in early May...be warned!

Our Foodservice/Fine Food Range 
continues to grow so please do not hesitate 
to get in touch to request a brochure. 

U.K Cherries are always a sign of summer 
shining through and towards the end of the 
month we will see small volumes available. 

From the orchard, as the stocks of main 
crop apples and pears from Europe start to 
diminish we will gradually switch over to 
Southern Hemisphere fruit. Inevitably the 
prices will be firm although you will see a 
vast improvement in quality.

Stone fruit will get more plentiful, mainly 
heading in from Spanish growers. Peaches, 
Nectarines, Apricots and the ever-popular 
Donut Peaches will be the main attractions.

Another highlight from Spain is always the 
much anticipated new season melons.

Honeydew, Galia, Water and the underrat-
ed but divine Piel de Sapo also known as 
‘Frog Skin’ Melons. 

SALAD


